Single Celebrities: Selena
Gomez Clarifies Relationship
Status After Being Spotted
with Ex

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, “Lose You To Love Me” singer Selena Gomez
recently went out with her celebrity ex Samuel Krost.
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair arrived at a restaurant
called La Esquina in New York City on October 29 with their
friends in tow. The next day, the Disney Channel alum cleared
the new celebrity relationship rumors by telling her Instagram
followers, “I’ve been single for two years. I’m on Gods timing
not mine.” Although Gomez hasn’t been in a relationship for a

while, the star seems to enjoy flying solo.

This single celebrity hasn’t been
in a relationship for two years.
What are some benefits to being
single?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even though being in a relationship can be nice, staying
single has its benefits as well. First, don’t think about the
negatives. Just because you are a party of one does not mean
you can’t still have fun. Next, keep a positive mindset. If
someone is truly there for you, they will gravitate toward
you. Lastly, stay true to yourself. Don’t jump into a
relationship because your friends say it’s been “too long.”
Start dating when you are ready. Cupid has some advice on how
to make the process of being single a little bit easier:
1. Focus on yourself: Sometimes when you are in a relationship
you forget the importance of self-love. Treat yourself to Spa
day. Start going to yoga classes.Reconnect with your innerself.
Related Link: Top 2019 Fitness & Wellness Trends to Watch
2. Take opportunities to grow: This does not mean that you
have to better yourself for the next person you’re going date.
Find areas in your life that you feel need some improvement.
For example, if you’ve always wanted to do something, but
you’ve never had the chance to do it before, now is that time.
Motivate yourself to accomplish your goal.
Related Link: Dating Advice: Don’t Lose Weight to Find Love!
3. Set new standards: You might have been single for a while,

but that does not mean you are any less attractive. After you
have spent some time on yourself, reevaluate what type of
partners are a match for you. List all the qualities you would
like your future partner to possess first, and then go from
there. Building up your confidence and staying true to
yourself can you turn a lot of heads.
What are some ways you improve you life while your are single?
Let us know in the comments below!

Cutest Celebrity Couples in
Young Hollywood

By Katie Gray
There’s nothing like young love – and the celebrity couples in
young Hollywood do it best! Celebrity relationships are the
relationships we all look to for guidance in both good times
and bad. If we are looking for a cute date night idea, we can
turn to our favorite celebrity romance. If we need to rebuild
our relationship after hard times, we can look at how our
favorite celebrity couple did it successfully. The future is
so bright for young celebrity couples in Hollywood, as it may
even lead to a celebrity wedding or a celebrity baby. How
exciting!
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1. Gigi Hadid & Zayn Malik: Gigi Hadid has accomplished so
much already as a supermodel. She even walked this winter in
the Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show, which was a dream come
true for her. (Side note: You have also seen her alongside her
mother Yolanda, on Bravo’s The Real Housewives of Beverly
Hills.) Now, rumors has it that she’s dating Zayn Malik, who
was formerly as member of One Direction. A source said that
Gigi even has a photo of him as the wallpaper on her phone –
how cute! Plus, the couple was even spotted apartment hunting
this month in Manhattan.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 5 Ways to Restore Trust in
Your Relationship
2. Taylor Swift & Calvin Harris: Music and love go hand in
hand! Singing superstar, Taylor Swift, 26, and DJ Calvin
Harris have been enjoying their romance over the last several
months. They’ve had date nights at fancy Italian restaurants,
hangout sessions by the pool, award shows, and this holiday

season she even supported him while he DJ’ed at a Las Vegas
nightclub. Stay tuned for the music that is surely to come
regarding this relationship! We cannot wait to jam to it.
Related Link: Celebrity Couples: Music’s 5 Most Powerful Pairs
3. Kendall Jenner & Harry Styles: Keeping
Kardashians star and supermodel Kendall Jenner
Harry Styles, the singer/songwriter of the
Direction. Even though they’re both busy, they
when traveling and have frequent dinner dates.
budding romance we hope will last. Some fans
calling them “Kenry.”
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4. Selena Gomez & Samuel Krost: Everyone’s favorite pop
songstress, Selena Gomez, has been entertaining us recently
with her hit songs ‘Can’t Keep My Hands To Myself,’ ‘Good For
You’ and ‘Same Old Love.’ The brilliant brunette is rumored to
be in a new celebrity relationship with Samuel Krost. They
were even sighted having dinner at Nobu on Saturday before her
SNL appearance and performance! This is one relationship in
young Hollywood to watch!
5. Justin Bieber & Hailey Baldwin: Pop performer Justin
Bieber, hopefully won’t have to say ‘Sorry’ for much longer.
He is rumored to be in a budding romance with Hailey Baldwin,
daughter of Stephen Baldwin. Hailey’s a 19 year old model, who
runs in the young Hollywood social scene. However; for a long
time the duo denied relationship rumors and stated they were
just friends. In fact, they said they have been for years! The
pretty pair enjoyed a nice vacation in Anguilla and St. Barts
recently and shared the holidays together this past year. We
look forward to more of their lovey-dovey posts. Hopefully
this Bieber-Baldwin romance is here to last!
Who are some of your favorite celebrity couples in young
Hollywood? Share your comments below.

